1. New Year soccer match at HKUST
   A total of 6 papers reported the match which was held at our
   soccer pitch on 1/1. Participants included HKUST students, staff,
   faculty members, Legco members and Commercial Radio DJs.

2. Study Tour '94
   SCMP (13/12) reported that HKUST's Business Students' Union was
   organising a study tour of Los Angeles later this month (Jan).

3. Salary adjustments for staff and faculty members of tertiary
   institutions
   Sing Tao Daily and Ming Pao (4/1) reported that UPGC would ask the
   govt. for about $1.1 billion to go towards salary adjustments for
   the staff of its 7 member institutions for the period 1992-95. The
   papers noted that about $127 million would be allocated to HKUST.

4. Is race a factor in faculty recruitment?
   Wah Kiu Yat Po (4/12) quoted an editorial in the HK Law Journal
   which criticised HKU's recruitment practice, stating it was
   racist. The paper also quoted spokesmen for tertiary institutions
   who explained the principles of recruitment. A HKUST spokesman was
   quoted as saying that the University was more or less following
   governmental practice.

5. VC/P's New Year's wish
   Wen Wei Po (1/1) interviewed VC/P about his New Year's wish. VC/P
   also discussed his views on education and stressed the importance
   of civic education.

6. Prof H S Ch'i, Dean of Hum. & Soc. Sc., comments on the bilateral
   relations between China and Taiwan
   Prof Ch'i was interviewed by the Tai Wan media during his recent
   visit to Taiwan to attend a conference (28-29/12) on the bilateral
   relation between the two places.

7. Prof Isaac Ehrlich of Economics attends a TV forum on old-age pensions
   The forum was part of TVB's Pearl Report (10/1), a popular English
   public affairs programme.

8. Three HKUST students from Shanghai comment on the unification of the
   exchange rate of the RBM in China
   In a feature on this topic, HK Daily News quoted the opinions of a
   number of people including these three unidentified students.

9. Mr Luke Wong, Director of Student Affairs, attends the annual ball
   organised by the alumni of Wah Yan College.
   The Express (25/12) mentioned this in its social page.

10. HKUST was a "hot spot" for local tourists in 12/94
    A total of 9 papers published brief reports and advertisements on
    weekend local tours which included HKUST.

11. Political censorship of movies by HK Govt.
    Pai Shing Bi-weekly (16/11) carried a research article written by
    Mr King Cheng of OPA on the topic.
Note:

This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week. Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not immediately available. South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS) are English newspapers.